The Impact of Fatigue on Satisfaction of Search in Chest Radiography
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Abstract

Purpose—To assess the nature of the satisfaction of search (SOS) effect in chest radiography when observers are fatigued; determine if we could replicate recent findings that have documented the nature of the SOS effect to be due to a threshold shift rather than a change in diagnostic accuracy as in earlier film-based studies.

Materials and Methods—Nearing or at the end of a clinical workday, 20 radiologists read 64 chest images twice, once with and once without the addition of a simulated pulmonary nodule. Half of the images had different types of “test” abnormalities. Decision thresholds were analyzed using the center of the range of false positive (FP) and true positive (TP) fractions associated with each Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) point for reporting test abnormalities. Detection accuracy was assessed with ROC technique and inspection time was recorded.

Results—The SOS effect was confirmed to be a reduction in willingness to respond (threshold shift). The center of the FP range was significantly reduced (FP = 0.10 without added nodules, FP = 0.05 with added nodules, F(1,18) = 19.85, p = 0.0003). The center of the TP range was significantly reduced (TP = 0.39 without added nodules, TP = 0.33 with added nodules, F(1,18) = 10.81, p = 0.004).

Conclusion—This study suggests that fatigue does not change the nature of the SOS effect, but rather may be additive with the SOS effect. SOS reduces both true and false positive responses, whereas fatigue reduces true positives more than false positives.

Introduction

In recent years there has been concern over the impact of errors (1, 2) and fatigue on performance in medicine in general (3, 4) and for radiology in particular (5–7). Increased volumes of imaging studies that are more complex in nature have led to increased workloads...
and longer hours interpreting cases (6). Fatigue has both mental and physical consequences, can occur with or without feelings of sleepiness, and can be measured in a variety of subjective and objective ways (see 8 for a recent review). The effects of fatigue can vary as a function of task, level of experience, environmental conditions, and health status. For radiologists, visual fatigue and eye strain may be of particular interest (9, 10) given the visual nature of medical image interpretation. Cognitive fatigue may be important as well but has not been studied systematically in radiology.

Physical measures of visual strain (accommodation and dark vergence) indicate that fatigue can reduce a radiologist’s ability to focus, especially at close viewing distances (9, 10). It has also been found that subjective feelings of physical, mental and emotional strain (11, 12) increase in radiologists who have spent as little as 8 hours interpreting clinical images. Both physical and subjective measures indicate that residents may actually be more vulnerable to effects of fatigue than attending radiologists.

Extended workdays have also been associated with reduced diagnostic accuracy performance in a number of clinical reading tasks (10, 12, 13). Studies generally demonstrated a statistically significant average decrease in diagnostic accuracy of approximately 4% for single lesion detection tasks (fractures in bone images, nodules in CR and CT chest). More complex tasks have yet to be investigated.

The presence of multiple abnormalities in radiology examinations yields more reading errors than single abnormalities (see 14 for a historical review of the SOS phenomenon). In chest radiography, classic SOS studies showed a reduction in accuracy (as measured by Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analyses) for the detection of native lesions or abnormalities in the presence of simulated pulmonary nodules (15, 16). A recent studies (17, 18) reexamined the SOS effect in chest radiography with modern imaging techniques (i.e., computed radiography (CR) images viewed on a workstation monitor) instead of film images on a view box. In contrast to the previous film-based studies, they observed that diagnostic accuracy for native lesions was not affected by the addition of nodules. Instead, they observed a threshold shift (reduction in both true and false positives), reflecting a reluctance to report the additional abnormalities. The reasons for this change in the nature of the SOS effect are not clear, but the authors suggest it may be due to greater utilization of advanced imaging techniques such as CT and MR changing the way radiologists approach the interpretation of radiographic images; or perhaps better training methods have increased awareness of SOS.

The goal of the present study was to determine the nature of the SOS effect in chest radiography after observers have been interpreting cases for approximately 8 hours. Eight hours was the average amount of prior reading time in previous studies of reader fatigue that demonstrated oculomotor and subjective fatigue in readers. Specifically, we wanted to find out whether SOS under conditions of fatigue would lead to an SOS effect on detection accuracy as documented in the original SOS studies (15, 16) or an SOS effect on decision thresholds as found in the more recent ones (17, 18).
Materials & Methods

Cases

The same set of 64 computed radiography (CR) chest cases from the most recent chest SOS study (17) were used. All cases were acquired from clinical studies and anonymized in accordance with local institutional review board approval. As with the previous study, 33 had a native abnormality verified by information from the patient records including follow-up studies, clinical course, surgery, lab results, and autopsy reports; and 31 had no native abnormalities. The native abnormalities included: 3 aneurysms (chest), 1 aortic calcification, 1 asbestosis, 1 cardiomegaly, 2 cervical ribs, 1 clavicle fracture, 1 dilated esophagus, 2 free air hemi-diaphragm, 1 gallstones, 1 gastric air shadow compressed, 2 hiatal hernia, 1 middle lobe collapse (see Figure 1), 1 Morgagni hernia, 1 pneumonia, 2 pneumothorax, 1 renal stone, 2 rib fractures, 2 right-sided aortic arch, 1 scapula fracture, 4 tracheal deviation (neck mass), 1 tuberculosis, and 1 Zenker’s diverticulum. In order to test the SOS effect for detection accuracy of the native abnormalities, a solitary simulated pulmonary nodule was added to each case, ensuring that all image characteristics (i.e., patient, native abnormality, window/level setting) were exactly the same for the SOS (with nodule) and non-SOS (no nodule) conditions. Care was taken not to superimpose nodules on the native lesions. The previous study (17) verified the realism of the simulated nodules, level of detectability and placement in the images.

Readers & Image Presentation

An SOS study requires readers to participate in two separate sessions, viewing the same set of images twice - once with and once without the added distractor nodules. Based on our previous fatigue studies measuring changes (~ 4% on average) in diagnostic accuracy, 20 radiologists (10 faculty and 10 residents from the University of Arizona and 10 faculty and 10 residents from the University of Iowa) from the University of Arizona and the University of Iowa served as readers in the study in order to obtain adequate power. All readers reviewed the cases after a workday of interpreting clinical cases (i.e., not on an academic day), comparable to the amount of time readers in our previous studies observing a significant drop in accuracy had spent reading cases before participating in the experiment. The study was approved by the institutional review boards of both universities and all readers signed informed consent documents. Each participant received $200 per session for their participation.

A counterbalanced design was used, in which each reader saw each case (n = 64) twice, once with (SOS) and once without (non-SOS) the added simulated pulmonary nodule (i.e., n = 128 total case stimuli). In each viewing session, half of the cases (n = 16 with native abnormalities and n = 16 without a native abnormality in one session; n = 17 with native abnormality and n = 15 without a native abnormality in the other session) contained a pulmonary nodule and half did not. In the subsequent session, the cases were seen in the opposite condition. Presentation order was randomized for each session. At least 3 weeks passed between the two viewing sessions to promote forgetting of the images.
The images were displayed on a NEC MultiSync color LCD monitor (2490WUXi; NEC; Tokyo, Japan). The display resolution was 1920 × 1200; maximum luminance 400 cd/m²; contrast ratio 800:1; screen size 24.1 inches; and it was calibrated to the DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) Grayscale Standard Display Function (GSDF) (20). Viewing software designed by the University of Iowa to simulate clinical viewing conditions and record responses (e.g., time to make a response, total time spent viewing an image, response location, decision confidence, use of window/level) was used for the viewing sessions (21). Room lights were set to 30 lux. Reader distance to the display was not set so readers could choose their own comfortable viewing distance.

Procedure

Each session was preceded by a set of instructions and a practice case to become familiar with the software. The instructions noted that each case could contain no, one or several abnormalities, and that the types of abnormalities were varied. They were not informed about abnormality frequency. The readers’ task was to indicate with a mouse cursor, the location of any abnormality detected. If an abnormality was indicated, a pop-up box appeared and readers indicated their decision confidence using a subjective probability scale (10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100%), and in a text box describe the abnormality. If the reader thought the case contained no abnormality, they proceeded to the next case and the case was scored as definitely normal (0% confidence).

Statistical Analyses

Full details of how the older SOS studies (15, 16) and the more recent (17) SOS chest study were scored can be found in (17). In the current SOS study we were concerned with whether or not the addition of nodules impacts the detection of native lesions. Therefore, true positives and false negatives (TP, FN) were determined based on the reports associated with the native abnormalities. The nodules serve as the “distractors” to establish the SOS context. We are not concerned with the detection of these added nodules, but with their impact on detection of the native abnormalities which is the way that the SOS effect has been traditionally defined. Reader performance measures were not rewarded or penalized for the nodule decisions reported. False positives (FP) were scored only when occurring on the cases without native abnormalities.

Detection Accuracy

As in previous studies, we used the empirical ROC method with detection accuracy measured using true-positive fraction (TP fraction = sensitivity) at the FP fraction of 0.1 (1 – specificity = 0.9) because this index focuses on a part of the ROC curve well-supported with empirical ROC points (22). For generality, we repeated the analysis using the contaminated binormal model (CBM) (23). The multi-reader multi-case (MRMC) ROC methodology developed by Dorfman, Berbaum, and Metz (DBM) (24, 25) has recently been extended in software (OR-DBM MRMC 2.4, available from http://perception.radiology.uiowa.edu). Because SOS affects readers rather than patients, generalization to the population of readers is fundamental. Therefore, reader was treated as a random factor and patient and treatment as fixed factors. To accomplish this we selected
Decision Thresholds

Decision thresholds are defined by parameters of FP rates at different thresholds of certainty to gauge willingness to report an abnormality (at each level of certainty) when no abnormality is present. A decision threshold shift implies that both false positive fractions (FPFs) and true positive fractions (TPFs) change together (though non-linearly), causing the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) points to move up or down the ROC curve without it changing its height. A difference in detection accuracy in the absence of a decision threshold shift would change the height of the ROC curve because the FPFs and TPFs at each threshold of certainty do not change together. ROC curves increase in height because either the TPFs are increasing while the FPFs stay the same, or the FPFs are decreasing while the TPFs stay the same. Attributing differences in FPFs and TPFs between experimental conditions to either a difference in accuracy (curve height) or to a difference in willingness to report (position of points along the curve) is the basic goal of ROC analysis.

Decision Threshold Shifts

Recently decision threshold shifts have been found in chest radiography SOS (17, 18) supplanting the reduction in detection accuracy found in the past (15, 16). Decision threshold shifts reflect reductions in TPFs accompanied by reductions in FPFs: the ROC points move downward along the ROC curve. We studied decision thresholds using the FPF associated with each ROC point (26). In our scoring, a report of abnormality at a location other than the simulated nodule was considered a FP if it occurred on a case with no native abnormality and it referred to an abnormality other than a nodule (results were similar when nodule FP reports were included). For each reader-treatment combination, the midpoint of the FP range of ROC points was computed as the average of most and least conservative ROC points. As such, we get an array of midpoint values consisting of the two SOS conditions x 20 readers (40 values). A similar array was obtained for TP responses. Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) with a within-subject factor for SOS treatment condition and a between-subject factor for resident vs. faculty were used to analyze midpoints of FP and TP ranges separately (BMDP2V, release: 8.0; 1993; BMDP Statistical Software, Inc. Statistical Solutions Ltd., Cork, Ireland (http://www.statsol.ie)).

Results

All readers (14 males, 6 females; mean age residents 32.2 years, mean age attendings 44.5) reviewed the cases after an average of 8.1 hours (SE = 0.81) interpreting an average of 44.9 cases (SE = 7.00) clinical cases: 55% reported reading a single modality (plain film, CT, MRFI, nuclear medicine, interventional, fluoroscopy), while 28% reported reading a mix of 2 modalities and 17% 3 modalities. All readers had 20–20 or corrected vision.

Diagnostic Performance

Average ROC points associated with non-nodule reports for faculty and residents in the non-SOS and SOS conditions (each point is the average of 10 readers) are shown in Figure 2.
According to the OR-DBM MRMC analysis, there was no significant difference between the SOS (mean empirical AUC = 0.667) and non-SOS conditions (mean empirical AUC = 0.679), (F (1, 19) = 1.04, p = 0.3204). Other analytic choices such as other ROC models (contaminated binormal model) and other accuracy parameters (true positive fraction at a fixed false positive fraction = 0.1) yielded similar results. We note that when this analysis was extended to include a between-subject factor for level of training, there remained no significant SOS difference in detection accuracy and there was no significant interaction of level of training with SOS condition, indicating no SOS effect on detection accuracy for either group.

**Decision Thresholds**

From Figure 2, it seems clear that the FPFs associated with the averaged operating points were reduced in the SOS condition (i.e., the solid symbols shift lower to and to the left) relative to the non-SOS condition (open symbols) for both faculty and residents. The statistical analyses confirmed the shifts in decision thresholds.

The TPF at midpoint of the TP range of the operating points was significantly less for residents than faculty (0.294 vs. 0.423, F (1, 18) = 5.30, P < 0.05). Similarly, the midpoint of the FP range of the operating points was significantly less in residents than faculty (0.058 vs. 0.093, F (1, 18) = 4.72, P < 0.05. Taken together, these findings suggest that residents were less willing to report abnormality than faculty, reducing both true and false positive responses. Thus, there was overall more conservative reporting in the SOS condition (i.e., a threshold shift not a change in accuracy).

The TPF at midpoint of the TP range of the operating points was significantly reduced in the SOS condition (TP = 0.385 for the non-SOS condition vs. 0.333 for SOS condition, F (1, 18) = 10.81, P < 0.01). The midpoint of the FP range of the operating points was also significantly reduced in the SOS condition (0.102 for the non-SOS condition vs. 0.049 for SOS condition, F (1, 18) = 19.85, P < 0.001). Taken together, these findings suggest that readers were less willing to report abnormality in the SOS condition, reducing both true and false positive responses.

**Inspection Time**

A two-way ANOVA with within-subjects factors for SOS manipulation (addition of nodule) and presence of test abnormality (naïve abnormality) was conducted. The median of each reader’s inspection times for the four types of trials was computed: (1) normal cases without nodules, (2) normal cases with added nodules, (3) abnormal cases without added nodules and (4) abnormal cases with added nodules. The addition of the nodule did not significantly affect inspection time (F (1, 19) = 0.96, p = 0.3400), with non-SOS readings requiring 48.3 seconds on average and SOS readings requiring 46.5 seconds. Presence of a native abnormality required great inspection time (F (1, 19) = 62.23, p < 0.0001) with 40.2 seconds required without native abnormalities and 54.5 seconds with native abnormalities. Of course, these inspection times include reporting time so it is not surprising that more time is required when there is something to report.
The present results support the findings from the most recent SOS chest radiography studies (17, 18). Instead of observing a change in detection accuracy for SOS vs non-SOS as in earlier chest SOS studies (15, 16), we observed a shift in reporting criteria (17), reflecting a reluctance to report (i.e., lower TP and FP rates) or a more conservative reporting strategy. Why the nature of the SOS effect has changed is not clear. The inspection time data address a potential cause of the threshold shift: reduced inspection (search) time. However, there was no significant difference in inspection time between SOS and non-SOS conditions. Subjects did not respond less, making fewer true and false positive responses, because they looked at the images less. The threshold shifts were not the result of changed search behavior, but of reluctance to report abnormalities (native) after another abnormality (nodule) had already been reported. This does mean that all nodules were detected or that every nodule detection resulted in missing the native abnormality. Rather it means that overall when a nodule was present there is a reduced willingness to report the native lesion.

It should be noted that decision thresholds are defined by responses to normal cases, without reference to responses to abnormal cases. As such, TPFs are not needed to study thresholds shifts. This is particularly true when there is a change in FPFs associated with ROC points in one experimental condition relative to another, but no AUC difference. The TPFs have to change with the FPFs for the ROC points to remain on the same ROC curve so that the AUCs do not differ. The results show corresponding shifts in both FPFs and TPFs. This is what one expects, and so confirming it is helpful. However, even if there were no TPF changes, we would still conclude that there were decision threshold shifts based on the changes in FPFs and lack of difference in AUC. One might not statistically detect a change in TPFs associated with points because while FPFs and TPFs vary together in a threshold shift, they can vary together non-linearly (thus the need to fit ROC curves). Owing to the fact that smaller effect sizes are harder to detect than larger ones (requiring more data), one may have less statistical power to detect a TPF change because it could be smaller than the FPF change.

These inspection time results were actually quite similar to those found in earlier studies that demonstrated a change in accuracy (i.e., not a threshold shift). For example, in a 1991 study Berbaum et al. studied the time course of SOS using the same chest image with native abnormalities and added nodule paradigm (27). They found that time to detect the nodules did not depend on the presence of native abnormalities (and vice versa), and total viewing times were the same for zero, one or two lesions. Therefore it seems that radiologists have not fundamentally changed the way they visually search and process image data, but rather may have changed their thresholds for deciding to report abnormalities.

The presence of fatigue did not alter the type of the SOS effect demonstrated in recent studies (17, 18): there was reduced willingness to report abnormalities rather than reduced detection accuracy. We now have 3 studies suggesting that the nature of the SOS effect has changed since the original film-based studies were conducted. Unfortunately, a direct statistical comparison of the current and previous data (17, 18) would not be meaningful because of differences in reader sampling involving many more faculty readers in the current
study. We can contrast the results and conclusions. For both detection accuracy and for decision thresholds, the direction, magnitude and statistical significance were similar for the fatigued and non-fatigued readers (17). This suggests an account of how fatigue and satisfaction of search combine to affect radiologist performance. Previous research on fatigue suggests that fatigue decreases detection accuracy (10, 12). The current study and previous research on fatigue (17, 18) suggests that SOS involves a reluctance to report abnormalities when other abnormalities have already been reported. The current study indicates that fatigue does not alter the SOS effect. Therefore, the effects of fatigue (reduced accuracy leading to missed abnormalities) and of multiple abnormalities (reduced willingness to report leading to missed abnormalities and fewer false positives) may be additive. Although this parsimonious account must be treated as a working hypothesis that needs to be tested in further experiments, radiologists should be aware of the likely increase in error rates due to combined effects of fatigue and SOS. Although more research is needed, there have been a number of articles with recommendations on how to reduce or possibly even avoid fatigue in the radiology reading room (4–8). The more obvious solutions include such things as taking scheduled breaks and maintaining regular sleep habits, but some of the more technical include the use of tools such as checklists, structured reporting and computer-aided detection/decision systems (5).

Conclusions

The current research provides a better understanding of the combined effects of fatigue and satisfaction of search effects. The effect of fatigue is reduced detection accuracy indicated by a lowered ROC curve (leading to missed abnormalities). The effect of multiple abnormalities is reduced willingness to report indicated by lowered points along the ROC curve (leading to missed abnormalities and fewer false positives). The study also supports the conclusion of previous studies that the nature of SOS in chest radiography has changed. Further research is needed. A series of experiments that allow within subject comparisons of SOS and non-SOS and fatigued and non-fatigued conditions may permit further advances in our understanding of how fatigue and multi-trauma interact.
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Figure 1.
Example of one of the cases used in the study, showing as the native abnormality a right middle lung collapse (white arrow) in the non-SOS (top without added nodule) and SOS (bottom with added nodule indicated by the black arrow) conditions.
Figure 2.
Average ROC points associated with non-nodule reports for faculty and residents in the non-SOS and SOS conditions (each point is the average of 10 readers).